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A ^-ANALOGUE OF CONVOLUTION ON THE LINE* 

G. CARNOVALEt AND T. H. KOORNWINDER* 

Abstract. In this paper we study a q-analogue of the convolution product on the line in detail. 
A convolution product on the braided line was defined algebraically by Kempf and Majid. We adapt 
their definition in order to give an analytic definition for the ^-convolution and we study convergence 
extensively. Since the braided line is commutative as an algebra, all results can be viewed both as 
results in classical g-analysis and in braided algebra. We define various classes of functions on which 
the convolution is well-defined and we show that they are algebras under the defined product. One 
particularly nice family of algebras, a decreasing chain depending on a parameter running through 
(0,1], turns out to have 1/2 as the critical parameter value above which the algebras are commu- 
tative. Morerover, the commutative algebras in this family are precisely the algebras in which each 
function is determined by its g-moments. 
We also treat the relationship between ^-convolution and g-Fourier transform. Finally, in the Ap- 
pendix, we show an equivalence between the existence of an analytic continuation of a function 
defined on a g-lattice, and the behaviour of its ^-derivatives. 

1. Introduction. The classical Fourier transform J7 and the classical convolu- 
tion product are closely tied to each other by the homomorphism property ^(f * g) = 
^r(/)J7(^), while both operations have a conceptual interpretation on the real line 
R considered as locally compact abelian group. Classical convolution is of great 
importance, both in theory and in applications. Whenever one has an interesting 
generalization of the classical Fourier transform (like the g-Fourier transform in the 
present paper), it is therefore natural to consider an analogue of classical convolution 
which is related to the generalized Fourier transform in a similar way as classical 
convolution is related to classical Fourier transform. The present paper and its sequel 
will consider convolution related to a (/-Fourier transform involving the g-exponential 
function Eq as a kernel. This transform was analytically introduced by the second au- 
thor in [11], Section 8, and it was earlier considered algebraically by Kempf and Majid 
[7], where it occurs as the special case for the braided line of their general theory of 
Fourier transform on "braided covector algebras". The braided line, a deformation as 
a braided group of the algebra of functions on R, is the simplest non-trivial example 
of a braided covector algebra. It was first introduced in a rudimental way by the 
second author in Section 6.8 of [10] and in full detail by S. Majid, see [13], [14]. The 
Fourier transform on a braided covector algebra of type An (a braided analogue of 
function space on Rn) was studied in more detail by the first author in [3]. 

In [7] Kempf and Majid also defined convolution for those braided covector al- 
gebras which have an integral which is bosonic and invariant under translation. A 
slight adaptation of their definition in case of the braided line (where the integral is 
not bosonic) is the starting point of our analytic definition of ^-convolution / *7 g on 
R given below (here 7 denotes the choice of a g-lattice). Two other motivations for 
this definition can be given: the formal limit for q -> 1 yields classical convolution, 
and F^if *7 g) = (J^/) (F-yg) holds if we take for !F7 the g-Fourier transform of [11] 
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involving Eq as a kernel. 
The aim of the present paper is to find suitable function spaces for / and g such 

that their g-convolution / *7 g is well-defined, and to find function classes on which 
associativity and commutativity hold. Let us introduce some notation for explaining 
this. 

Throughout this paper q is fixed such that 0 < q < 1. The g-derivative of a 
function / is given by (df)(x) := /^1

)Z^a;), and its g-shift by (Qf)(x) := f(qx). For 

7 > 0 we have the g-lattice L(j) := {±qk/y\ k € Z}. For a function / on L(j) the 
(unbounded) g-integral over £(7) is denoted and defined by 

/ =   / f(t) dqt := (1 - q)   J2    E 9*7/(^*7). 

provided the summation absolutely converges. 
Fix 7 > 0. Let Zy denote the space of absolutely g-integrable functions on ^(7), 

and let 1™ denote the subspace of functions / G X7 such that x i-» f(x)xe is in I7 for 
every e G Z>o. For / G 1™ define the moments, respectively strict moments of / by: 

e2+e     /•7-oo ^2^     rT-oo 

(1.2)  /JLe,<y(f)'•= q   2     /        f{x)xedqx,    i/e„(f):=q   2     / |/(a:)a;e| rfgx. 
«/—7-00 7—7.00 

e2+e 

The factor g-2— is a normalization factor by means of which most statements and 
formulas can be expressed in a simplified form (see Section 4). 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let f e 1^° and let g be a function defined on some subset of 
C.  Then the g-convolution product / *7 g is the function given by 

(1-3) (/ *7 g)(x) := E (-^WVgX*) 
e=0 eW- 

for x G C such that the q-derivatives {deg)(x) are well-defined for all e G Z>o and 
the sum on the right converges absolutely, and with notation (1.2) being used. D 

By the asymmetric form of our definition of / *7 g, the initial choices of function 
classes for / and g are quite different: for / the moments /ie,7(/) should behave as 

2 
0(qg^~be) for e -> 00 with a,6 > 0 (we call this of left type a), while for g the 
g-derivatives (dkg)(x) at a; should behave as 0(Rk) for k -> 00 with i? > 0. We also 
need functions on 1/(7) which extend to analytic functions, on a disk centered at 0, 
or on a strip around R. Some equivalent characterizations of function spaces derived 
in this paper may have independent interest (see for instance the Appendix). 

Commutativity of the convolution product is the hardest and most interesting 
issue of this paper. Both the homomorphism property and the interpretation on the 
(commutative) braided line suggest commutativity, but we find significant counterex- 
amples. An explanation is that the g-Fourier transform of / only depends on the 
moments of Hcytf) and that Pcyif *7 9) is symmetric in / and g, but that / in 
certain function classes is not completely determined by its moments.   For getting 
commutativity we need functions / (and g) in the convolution product for which the 

2 
strict moments ven(f) behave as 0{q^~be) for e -> 00 with a > 1/2, b > 0 (we call 
this of strict left type a > 1/2), and which are holomorphic on a strip around R. It 
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turns out that the g-Gaussian x i-)> eq2(—x2), which has has strict left type 1/2, does 
not commute with many entire functions of strict left type > 1/2. 

Part of the results of this paper occurred in the recent dissertation [4] by the first 
author. She discusses some further aspects of g-convolution in the subsequent paper 
[5]. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. We thank the referee for his careful reading of the manu- 
script and his constructive remarks. 

FURTHER NOTATIONS. We denote as usual: 

(wh := UjZoO- - a(lj)i     (a',q)oo := limk^00(a]q)k , 

^ ' '       \]A   — ±^      \lc] i — fog)fc,       rfcl   —      M<*!      -       (g;g)fc Wq- —    l_g   ,       L«J«- —  (I^JF ,       [j\q —  lj]q\[k-j\q\  -  (q-^j^qh-j  ' 

A function /: x t-> f(x) may also be denoted as f(X). This will be useful for functions 
like fXe:x \-> f{x)xe and eq2(-X2):x \-± eq2(-x2). 
For g-hypergeometric series the notation of Gasper & Rahman [6] will be followed. 
The (bounded) g-integral of a function / on {±jqk \ k G Z>o} is denoted and defined 
by 

(1.5) r f(t)dqt = (1 - q) f; Y, 9*7/(^*7) 

provided the summation absolutely converges. 

2. Motivation of the definition of ^-convolution. We will give three differ- 
ent motivations for our Definition 1.1 of ^-convolution in the following three remarks. 

REMARK 2.1. The braided line (see [14]) is a braided Hopf algebra A which, 
as an algebra, is equal to the (commutative) algebra C[[x]] of formal power series 
in x, and which has braiding $(xk 0 xl) := qklxl 0 xk, comultiplication A(xk) := 

]Cj=o [jO xk~j®xj: counit e(xk) :=5k,o and braided antipode S(xk):=(-l)kq~^~xk. 
Then the g-analogue of Taylor's formula is given by 

OO j 

(2.1) A(/(*)) = £^®W(z)), 
j=o [Jiq' 

where d denotes the g-derivative. 
The original formal definition of a convolution on any braided covector algebra A 

with a bosonic integral f: A —> C invariant under translation, was given by Kempf & 
Majid [7] as follows: 

(2.2) (/ * g)(x) := (/ <g> id)(m (8) id)(id 0 5 0 id)(id 0 A)(/ 0 g)(x). 

In the case of the braided line we take for J the integral defined by (1.1). This integral 
is invariant under translation (see [7], and [11] and [3] for an analytic proof), but it 
is not bosonic. Associativity will fail for the convolution defined by (2.2). Therefore, 
we slightly modify (2.2) into 

(2.3) (/ *7 g)(x) := (/ 0 id)(m 0 id)(id 0 Q 0 id)(id 0 S 0 id)(id 0 A)(/ 0 g)(x). 
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When we substitute the g-Taylor formula (2.1) into (2.3) then we formally get formula 
(1.3) (with (1.2) substituted), i.e., our original definition of ^-convolution. 

We may interpret / *7 g formally as the action of a pseudo-#-differential op- 
erator Vf{d) on g{x), where Vf{d) := ^(7)(/)(*(l - 9)5). Here ^(TX/) := 
j^oo ^ {- ^yv/J 0 Qe 'ls ^g weak braided Fourier transform considered in [3] (with 

q2 instead of q). D 

REMARK 2.2. The formal limit for q t 1 of formula (1.3) is the classical 
convolution product: 

g(£,(/(i)<^)9W(x)-=*£d((/(()(g<zlff9(,w 
/oo 

dtf{t)g{x-t) = {f*g){x). 
-OO 

formally 

REMARK 2.3. Recall the two g-exponentials (see [6]): 

00       k i 00    fc(fc~1)   k 

k T^M*    («;9)oo' '   j^  fe q) 

where |a;| < 1 in the infinite sum defining eq(x).  In [11] a ^-Fourier transform pair 
was presented as folllows: 

(2.5) ip(x) = /    eq(-ixy)<j){y)dqy,    (j){y) = /        Eq(iqxy)ip(x)dqx, 
Cq{j)Oq J-l 7-7.oo 

where b9 and ^(7) are given by 

(2.6) ^:= /"   ^(-9V)dfla; = (l-g)(9,-g,-l;g)oo, 

,07, ,.        r00      ,     2W 2(l-g)(g
2

?-g72,-g7-2;g2)oo7 (2.7) cg(7) := /        eq2(-xz) dqx = = ry-r rr . 
y-7.oo (-i2,-q2/i2,q;q2)oo 

Write the second transform in (2.5) as 0 = ^ ^ Then an immediate formal compu- 
tation shows that 

(2.8) CM/ *7 (7))(x) = (^7/)(x) (Ty9)(x). 

The transform J^ is essentially the weak braided Fourier transform ^5(7) (see Remark 
2.1 and reference [3]). Equation (2.8) will be rigorously proved for suitable / and g 
in Section 7. □ 

For later use we recall the formulas (9.8), (9.14) in [11] (for n G Z>o): 

/7-oo 2 

xn eq2(-x2) dqx = Cg(7) q~k  (q; q2)k    if n = 2k    (= 0 otherwise) 
-7-00 

/l-oo 

a;n Eg2 (-x2) dqx = bq q2k+1 (q; q2)k    if n = 2k    (=0 otherwise), 
-l-oo 
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3. Good function spaces for ^-convolution. In general, it is not true that 
(f*7g)(x) can be expanded as a (possibly formal) power series if g(x) has a convergent 
power series expansion. The reason is that the coefficients of an expansion in powers 
of x of (/ *7 g)(x) will be in general infinite series themselves. We want to find 
conditions on / and g so that, with the given definition, (/ *7 g)(x) makes sense on 
some subset of the complex plane. One should give conditions on the growth of the 
moments |Me,7(/)| of / and of the power series coefficients of g. For this purpose we 
will now introduce the class of functions of left type a. For convenience, we also give 
here some variants of this definition and corresponding notation which will be needed 
later in the paper. Recall the definitions of the function spaces X7 and Z^0, given in 
the Introduction. 

DEFINITION 3.1. 

(a) For a > 0 the space l"a of functions of left type a on L(7) consists of all f G 1™ 
2 

such that, for some b > 0, |/ie,7(/)| = 0(^a2-&e) as e ->• oo. 
The space T" consists of all functions of some left type a > 0 on Lf^y). 

(b) For a > 0 the space l*"a of functions of strict left type a on L^) consists of all 
2 

/ € 2^° such that, for some b> 0, Ve^if) = Of^q^b6) as e -> oo. 
The space I*" consists of all functions of some strict left type a > 0 on 1/(7). 

(c) For a > 0 the space H® consists of all functions which are holomorphic on the disk 
{z G C | \z\ < a}. By VP we denote the space of all functions which are holomorphic 
on some disk centered at 0. 

(d) For a > 0 the space 7-^ consists of all functions which are holomorphic on the 
strip {z 6 C | |Im(;z)| < a}. By W? we denote the space of all functions which are 
holomorphic on some strip around R. D 

The "intersection" of a 'H-space defined in (c) or (d) with one of the X-spaces (i.e. 
I7, 2^° or a space defined in (a) or (b)) will be denoted by putting the two symbols 
H and T behind each other. Here we mean intersection in a special sense. For 
instance, WPZ™ will denote the space of the functions on £(7) belonging to T^ which 
coincide within some disk centered at 0 with the restriction of a (necessarily unique) 
holomorphic function on that disk. Note that, conversely, a function / £ WPT^ is in 
general not uniquely determined by the function in ?^D with which it has a common 
restriction within some disk. 
We will always assume for the "intersections" just defined that 7 is less than the 
parameter a (radius of a disk or half width of a strip) occurring in W® or W^. Clearly, 
this assumption is not restrictive, since 7 may be replaced by qk^ for arbitrary k £ 
Z>o. 

Observe that, if / G Z^0 is of left type a (respectively strict left type a) on £(7) 

then so is Xkf for for each k G Z>o. Indeed, iien(fXk) = q~~~z~ekiik+e,'yU)i anci 
similarly for // replaced by v. 

EXAMPLE 3.2. 

(a) By (2.9) the ^-Gaussian eq2{—X2) belongs to 2^° for each 7 > 0 and 

M2fc,7(eg2(-X2)) = cq(i) (q;q2)kqk2+k,    /^/m^e^-X2)) = 0. 

Hence eq2(—X2) is of left type 1/2 on 1/(7). It is also of strict left type 1/2 on 1/(7). 
Indeed, if / G Z^0 is an even and nonnegative function then 1/2^,7(/) = fak^if) and 
^Jfe+l/ytf) < fl>2k+2,7(f)+tl>2k,'y{f). 
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(b) By (2.10) the g-Gaussian Eq2(-X2) belongs to Xf0 and 

fx2kA(Eq,(-X2)) = bq (q',q2)kq
2k2+\    ^^{E^-X2)) = 0. 

Hence Eq2(-X2) is of left type 1 on L(l). It is also of strict left type 1 on L(l) by a 
similar argument as in (a). D 

REMARK 3.3. Let g e HR with g(x) = Ylicixl an(i Put ^(r) := Y,i \ci\rl (we 

will repeatedly use this convention). Note that then also dkg G H§ for every k E Z>o. 
Since \ci\ < (J2p \cp\rp)r~l for every r < R and since (ql;q~1)k < 1 for / > fc we can 
also say that, for every \x\ < r < R, 

It will be shown in the Appendix that condition (3.1) together with equality of left 
and right g-derivatives at 0 is equivalent to analyticity. □ 

LEMMA 3.4. Let f e 1"a and g eH®. Then f *7 g € H^. If g can be continued 
analytically on a starlike domain ft centered at 0, then f *7 g is well-defined and 
analytic on Q. 

Proof. We want to show that (/ *7 g)(x) has a convergent power series expansion 
for |x| < a. Let g(x) := J]/ cixl- Then direct computation gives 

For every r < a and every x G C such that |x| < r one has 

e=0l=e L6"1? e=0p=0     W'^PW^Jc e=0 l=e L -1 Q e=0 p=0 

°o    „%e2„-ehe    oo    /\xi\P 

»„,.        *     '  <00 <-o^t^tm 
for some C > 0.   Hence, by dominated convergence, we may invert the order of 
summation in formula (3.2) so that, for |a;| < a, we have 

oo    / oo p + e 
(/ *7 g)(x) = E E*-1) w)   I   c^e P"= E &^p 

p=0   \e=0 p=0 

where |6p| < G(r) C r'P J2?=o ^^/^ ber-e < oo, while the power series of (/ *7 

g)(x) converges absolutely for |a;| < a. 
Let now g be continued analytically on a starlike domain Q centered at 0. It 

follows by induction that for every starlike compact set K centered at 0 and contained 
in fJ, \(deg)(x))\ < \\g\\K uien- y for every nonzero x G K, where || • \\K denotes the 
supremum norm. Let s > 0. Then, for x G K with |a:| > s, 
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with 

(-l)eMe,7(/) 

[eW- 
(de9Kx) 

^2¥ <c^^wg){x)\<cq^§- 

Hence, on each set {x G K \ \x\ > s} with K C fi a starlike compact set centered at 0 
and 5 > 0, the series expressing (/ *7 g)(x) is uniformly convergent, with 

is Ee=o       [ej*!       (de9)(x) analytic in x for every E <E Z>o. It follows that / *7 ^ 
analytic on each set {x £ ft \ \x\ > s} with s > 0. Since we already showed that /*7 g 
is analytic on {x G C | |a;| < a}, this completes the proof. D 

Now we consider g in Ti^Xy or in T-La^-y with a > 7. An example of a function in 
H®Xy is any function g with finite support contained in {±q~kj \ k G Z>i}. 

An example of a function in W^Zy is the function eq2(—X2).   It is clearly an 

element o£Hfl7 for every 7 G (0, 1), since eq2(—x2) = X^o ("2:J*^    for \x\ < 1 and 

since this function has analytic continuation ,    212)— for % 7^ iq~k {k G Z>o). 

LEMMA 3.5. Let g G T-^X^ for some a > 7.  T/ien /or every r G (7, a) there is 
a constant B > 0 such that 

fy-oo ry-oo /700 /•7-oo 

|a:fc(ae5)(a:)| V < ( /        I^WI d,a: + r*B) 
-7-00 ^J — y-oo -7-00 v^ — 7-00 '   7   v-*-       Q) 

for every e and k in Z>o. Hence deg G H^X™. 
If g G H^Xy 6^ no^ necessarily in X™, the above conclusion still holds for k = 0 and 
eG Z>o.  Thend^en^. 

Proof If e = 0 the statement is trivial. Let e > 0 and # G Ti^X^. Then for every 
r G (7, a) one has: 

/7-oo /»7 

\x\k\(deg)(x)\dgx= /  i^ca^^M^ 
-7*00 «/—7 

+(i_g) v y; g«f*+^7*+i i(ae"1g)(eg^) - (ge~1g)(eg'+17)i 
s<-le=±l (1 - g)gs7 

s<-l e=±l l- 

</— 7-00 v 

+ 2rk-eG(r)n 
(r-j)(l-q)e 

< 
•7)(l-^)e 7(l-«),-7.< 

where the first inequality follows by estimate (3.1). Hence, by iterating the process 
we get: 

ry-oo 

-7-< 
\xk(deg)(x)\dqx < /        l^^-^^ld. 

2rfc7-eC?(r) r7      22rfc7-e+1-1G(r)r7 
+ (r_7)(l_g)e+ (r_7)(1_g)e-i+i   ^ 

< 
7e(l-<?)e 

/T-OO 2er ' 
|»*(5(»))|d9a; + 7— 

-7-00 V 

2erk'y-eG(r)n 
7)(1 - 9)e 1 + i+.." 

e-ln 

Therefore we get the statement with J5 =  2/r_ N
7
.   The conclusion for fc = 0 if 

# G ■'Ha Xy is also clear from the proof. D 
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REMARK 3.6. If g 6 H^I-y, then /dkg(x) ~7 0 and the g-integral of g is always 
invariant under translation, in the notation of Section IV in [3]. In particular, this 
result will then follow without assuming condition (c) in that Section, since by the 
above Lemma the partial ^-derivatives of g{x) are automatically g-integrable. □ 

From now on we will often use the shorthand notation J / for /J'00 f(t) dqt, see 
formula (1.1). We can conclude: 

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let f e 1% and g e T^Zy. Then f *7> g is well-defined and 
absolutely q-integrable on L(j), and f *7/ g G Ti^Xy. 

Proof. Let d := 2/(7(1 - q)). By Lemma 3.5 we know that /7 \d
eg\ < Ade for 

some A > 0. Hence for some B > 0 we have that \(deg)(±q~k'y)\ < Bdeqk for every 
e, k G Z>o . Then the proof that / *7/ ^ is well-defined on 1/(7) is similar to the 
second part of the proof of Lemma 3.4. 

We still have to show that / \f *y g\ < 00. By assumption, \fjbent (f)\ < Cqie be 

for some constants C, b and a > 0. Then 

/ 

|^(-i)>e,y(/) 

< E J^i /1^1 < -^ f; q^ni - qy < 00.   □ 
e=0    LeJ9-    ^7 w»9;ooe=0 

COROLLARY 3.8. Let f e X% and let g G Ti^Xy. Then dk(f *7# ^) and f *7, 9*^ 
are also absolutely q-integrable on L(j) for every k G Z>o. 

Proof By Proposition 3.7 we know that f*yg G Ti^X^. Hence dk{f*1>g) G 7^X7 

by Lemma 3.5. By Lemma 3.5 we also know that dkg G T-L^X^, so that / *7/ 9^^ G 
W^X7 by Proposition 3.7. D 

4. Associativity of ^-convolution. The next step will be to investigate asso- 
ciativity. In order to do this, we need to know under which hypotheses (/ *7 g) *7 h 
and / *7 {g *7 h) are well-defined. For / *7 (g *7 h) this was essentially described in 
Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.7, i.e., / and g need to be of left type, and h has to 
belong to U®. 
In order to understand when (/*7#)*7/i is well-defined, and to prove associativity, we 
need to investigate the behaviour of /ie,7'(/ *7 g). We will use the following lemmas. 

LEMMA 4.1. Let f e X™ such that djf G X™ for every j G Z>o. Then 

r {d«f){x) x* dqx = { (-1)^-^-^ ^ /-TOO m ^ ^    ifb>a, 
J-'y-oo 10 otherwise. -7-00 

In particular, 

ik f\ _ /    -|\fcLe + ^Jg- , :'7vJ/)"(_1) ~H7" (4.1) Me+ft)7(5fc/) = (-lfL ^ "'He.-rV)    for every k € Z>o : 

and ni,1(dkf) =0 ifl<k. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that qbXb df = d(f Xb) - f d(Xb) (this is a particular case 
of the braided Leibniz rule in [7] applied to Xb and /). If we apply the unbounded 
g-integral to both sides with / replaced by da~1f, then by absolute g-integrability we 
obtain: 

f xb daf = -q-b[b}q f xb-1 da-lf. 

By repeating this procedure we get the statements of the Lemma. □ 

LEMMA 4.2. If f £ HD2^a then Xk fflf € HDl%i0l for every keZ>o. 

Proof. By Lemma 3.5 Xk &* f is absolutely q-integrable on £,(7) for every j and 
k. By Lemma 4.1 ii}t+e^{d^f) = 0 unless e + k > j. For e + k > j we have 

.!^±2£h±±(qk+e-i+1;q)j \^(Xkd>f)\ = \nk+e-j(f)\q- 
(l-9> J 

< 
Cq~ r bk i^tf -e{k-ak+aj) ^fe2 ^e 

for some b > 0. Hence |jUe,7p^ ^7)1 = 0(gte2(6^-(fc-afe+^))e) as e -> oo. D 

It follows that dkf*7g is well-defined if / € ^2? and p € H0. 

LEMMA 4.3. Let f G VJ^X^ and let g be defined, together with its q-derivatives, 
on a domain O. Let 0 ^ x e ft be such that, for some Rx > 0, \deg(x)\ = 0(RI) 
as e -¥ oo. Then, for every k G Z>o, dk(f *7 g), (dkf *7 g) and (/ *7 d

kg) are well 
defined at x and 

dk(f *7 g)(x) = (dkf *7 g)(x) = (/ *T dkg)(x). 

In particular, the result holds if g G /HDIy and x G 1/(7); or i/ g is analytic on a 
starlike domain fi centered at 0 and x G fi. 

Proof. Under the hypothesis on /, g and x, the convolution product / *7 g is 
well defined at # by the proof of Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.7. If g and x satisfy 
the hypothesis then also dkg and x satisfy the hypothesis for every k G Z>o, hence 
/ *7 dkg and dk(f *7 g) are well-defined at x. By Lemma 4.2 (9*/) *7 # is also well 
defined at x. The three expressions are: 

(dk(f *7 »))(*) = 0*1 ( E ^[ly7^) a^) ^ = (/ *i 5*5)(*)   and 

e>0 

- E ("1)^7(/)(^^)(x) = (/ *7 dkg)(x) 
e>Q [ei(*' 

where absolute convergence follows by the conditions imposed on x and g, hence the 
first statements. 

If g G /WDI7 and x G 1/(7) then it follows by the proof of Proposition 3.7 that g 
and x satisfy the conditions of the Lemma. 
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If g is analytic on a starlike domain fl centered at 0 then the condition on g and x 
holds by the estimate in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Observe that in this case analytic 
continuation allows also x = 0 G fi. □ 

'OO 

'7 PROPOSITION 4.4. Let f e HDiy, andg e ?#i~. Then Xk dl{f ^g) G H^T. 
for all kj G Z>o. 

Proof. By Proposition 3.7 / *y g G 7^. Since ^(Z *7/ g) = f *7' 9^ by Lemma 
4.3 and 9^ G W^l^ by Lemma 3.5, we might as well reduce to the case / = 0. Then 

[\Xk\\f*y9\= [\X*\ f^U^W.&'g 
OO      „S.fi2 

for some C, a, b > 0. Again by Lemma 3.5, there exists for any r G (7, a) a constant 
B > 0 such that 

A I        IU     7   tfl-       £.   (g;^)e7e /  \Xkf\ + rk B \ < 00. □ 

By the above results we know that for suitable / and g their convolution product 
/*7/ # G H^l™. Next question is then whether /*7/ ^ is of left type too. The answer 
is positive. We need the following Lemma. 

LEMMA 4.5. Let f G 'HPl%, g G HDiy, k G Z>o. Then 

k 

(4.2) Mfe,- ' (/ *7 5) = 53 
e=:0   Lej« 

Pc-yifiVk-erfig)- 

Thus, 1/7 = 7' iften JJ(f*7g)Xk = Jy(g^f)Xk for every k £ Z>o andf^f^g) = 

(/7/)(/^)- 

Proo/. By Proposition 4.4 (/ *7 g) Xk is absolutely ^-integrable on Hj'). Then 

w.y (/*,.)=^ /, (/ *7 5) ^ft=/, (E ("1)
[Xr(/) xfc ^ 

Again by Lemma 3.5 and by dominated convergence we may interchange integration 
and summation over e. Then, by Lemma 4.1: 

(fc-e^+fc-e 

Ve^iftVk-en'id)' 

If 7 = 7' then, by symmetry, the expression on the right equals fik^ig *7 /) = 

^fc_±fc j ^ ^^ /)XA;, hence the equality of the g-integrals.    The last statement is 

formula (4.2) for k — 0 and 7 = 7'. ^ 

PROPOSITION 4.6.  Le* / G nBT^a and g G WD^)/?.   Tften / *7 g G «D2^fl? 
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Proof. By Proposition 3.7, / *7 g e W^Zy for some a > 7' and by Proposition 
4.4 f^gely. It follows by equation (4.2) that 

* m 
(4.3) |Mfe,7'(/*7 0)|<2     „      |Me,7(/)||^-e,7'(^)|- 

By using the fact that ae2 + /?(fc - e)2 >k2^ we obtain that 

A; 2 

(4.4) |/ifcfy (/ *7 g) I < C^fe2 s^fey J] &ecfc-e < C/ ^W (max(6, c))fe (fc + 1) 
e=0 

for some 6,0,(7 > 0. ^ 

REMARK 4.7. We have just seen that if / G nBl^a and g e 'HPl%,t0 then 
f^ge WPiy,^ where 77 depends only on a and /? and is such that ^ = ^ + ^.    □ 

We are ready to show that our convolution is associative. 

THEOREM 4.8. Let f e nDl^ and g G HDiy. Let h be defined, together with 
its q-derivatives, on a domain ft and let x G ft be such that, for some Rx > 0, 
\(d€h)(x)\ = 0(Re

x) as e -» 00. Then ((/ *7 g) *y h)(x) = (/ *7 (g *y h))(a?); /n 
particular, the equality holds for every x e SI if h is analytic on a starlike domain fi 
centered atO and it holds for every x G 1/(7") tf h e WPl™,. 

Proo/. By the previous results all series involved converge absolutely for x as in 
the hypothesis. We will show that the two given expressions coincide whenever they 
are well-defined. On the one hand 

((/ *7 9) v h)(x) = 2^ rrn ^   ^ ' 
/=0 

[/],! 

=gs('')'^lfl.V("(y*)W 

where we used equation (4.2) and Proposition 4.4. 
On the other hand 

(/ *7 {g *v h)){x) = E ^^m'i7(/) (g v ^^W 
/=0 W,! 

The two expressions will coincide if for one of them the double sum is absolutely 
convergent. This is certainly the case for x satisfying \deh{x)\ = 0{Re

x) as e -» 00. 
This last condition is in particular satisfied if h is analytic on a starlike domain SI 
centered at 0 and x G 0, or if h G 'hPl™, and a: G 1(7") (see also Lemma 4.3).       D 

COROLLARY 4.9. The class Ti0!^ is an algebra (not necessary unital) with respect 
to *7. Its subclass U3!" is also an algebra (not necessary unital) and it is a left ideal 

ofUDI" 
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Proof. By Theorem 4.8 the convolution product in l-Piy is associative. %s2^ 
is a subclass of functions of HDZ^. By Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 4.6 the product 
of a function in 'hPl^ times a function in Us 1% is a function in VPl^ which is 
analytic on a whole strip around R, hence it belongs to 1-LSX^. By Theorem 4.8 and 
the uniqueness of analytic functions we have the statements. D 

We will see in Section 6, Example 6.7 that a left unit exists in l-fil". 

5. Functions of strict left type. Recall Definition 3.1(b) of the class 1™ of 
functions of strict left type. These functions can be characterized in the following 
way. 

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let f e l™a. Ifa>l then \f(±q-jj)\ = 0 for every j e Z; 
ifa = l then \f(±q~jj)\ = 0 for every j € Z sufficiently large; ifO<a<l then, for 

some c> 0, \f(±q~j'y)\ = 0(q^j c?) as j ->• oo with (3 = j^. 
Conversely, let f be a function on £(7) which is bounded on {±^'7 | j > 1} and let 

(3 > 1.  //, for some c > 0, |/(±g-^7)| = O(^V) as j -+ 00 then f e I™  with 

Proof Let / G Z^- Then there are constants C, b > 0 such that 

2        ^ 

^   £  ^(i+ry+if |/(g*7)| + |/(_g*7)|]< Cg^2^    for every rGZ>o. 
&= — OO 

Hence every term of the sum on the left-hand side is dominated by the right-hand 
side. In particular, 

a -1 „2 ,   2 j 

(5.1) \f(±q-j7)\ < C7"r~1^r +J5-r-+*&r. 

Therefore, if a > 1, or if a = 1 and qj~2 < 7&~1, we have \f(±q~jj)\ = 0 since the 
left hand side does not depend on r. If 0 < a < 1, since the left hand side of (5.1) is 
independent of r, it will be in particular smaller than the right-hand side evaluated 
for r := [^i^j] ^ 0- Hence 

\f(±q-jy)\ < Cj-'ibj-'Yq^1^2-^1^ 
■ (2j-l)2(l-a)       (2j-l)2        1 

< C,(67"1)T:i^g 8(l-a)2        +4(l-a)+2 

< C,q^(bj~1)^qi^^T = C" ( (b^q'*)^ j  q™^j, 

since 2/^~Q;x — 1 < r < 2^~^, and the first statement follows. 

Next we will prove the converse statement. By boundedness of / on the set {±q^ \ 
j > 0} it follows that, for some M > 0, we have J2 \tkf(t)\dqt < 2Mjk+1 for all 
ke Z>o. Then, 

2        /   /»7-oo /»7 \ 2        c*0 

^    /       - /     1^/^)1^^ = C1 " «)^ E E ri(*+1)7*+1|/(^7)l 

2 ^ 

< 2Cg^
ti7fc+1 ][y3 f-i<*+V 
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for some M2, b > 0 and with a := 1 — /3~1<1, since the infinite sum is dominated by 
OO .2 

s(max(c, l))s + (max(c, l))s+1 ^ q^^c1, where s := [(k + I)/?"1] > 0. D 
j=o 

REMARK 5.2.    By Proposition 5.1 the pointwise product of functions / G l*"a 
.2 

and g G 1*% satisfies the estimate \(fg)(±q-ij)\ < Ccig^(^+^'). Hence fg e 

I™,, where r] = 1 if a or (3 = 1, and (1 -r?)"1 = (1 -a)"1 + (1 -/3)"1 > 2 if a,/3 < 1. 
Thus rj > | in all cases. This will be useful for finding examples in connection with 
commutativity of ^-convolution (see Section 6). D 

EXAMPLE 5.3. As a consequence of Proposition 5.1 all functions belonging to 
%DZ^( must be of the form f Eq2(-q2p^~2X2) for some p G Z and some analytic 
function /. D 

REMARK 5.4. Observe that functions of strict left type a > 1 must be identically 
zero. From now on HDX^a will automatically imply a < 1. D 

EXAMPLE 5.5. The family of functions fc (c> 0) given by fc(z) := e-c(log^2+1))2 

provides for every a G (0, 1) an example of a function which is of strict left type a 
on £(7) for each 7 > 0. Indeed, fc G Hf and for every 7 > 0 there exists b > 0 
such that \fc{±q-kj)\ = o^ciogCr1))*2^) as A; -^ 00. Hence / G Tifl^ with 

a := 1- ^clogfoT1))-1 G (0,1) if c> (^logfar1))-1. ' d 

EXAMPLE 5.6.   Let ^(-X2) be the function defined by 

fc(fc-i) 

fc=o     (s8^)* 
x2) 

This function belongs with parameter value 1/2 to a family of entire functions inter- 
polating between eq2(—X2) and Eq2(—X2), see also [1]. By formula (2.3) and Remark 
2.4 in [12] with z = —q and n = 2k — 1 we have: 

(-9;«)oo|^(-91-(2fc-1))|<^2-fc(-?;?)2oo. 

Hence, for 7 = 1, \£q^(-(Q~kl)2)\ = 0(g2A; ) as fc -> 00, which shows that ^(-X2) 
is of strict left type 3/4 on L(l). D 

LEMMA 5.7. Let f G HDI7%. Tften, ttere are (7,0,^ > 0 5^cft that 

Ve,7(dkf)<Cqie2ceRk 

for all k, e G Z>o. /n particular, dkf G T-PX^ 

Proof. Let / G H^l^ and r G (7, a). By Lemma 3.5 there exists B > 0 such 
that 
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for all k, e € Z>o. Combination with Definition 3.1(b) immediately yields the result. 
□ 

PROPOSITION 5.8. Let f e flD2£a and g e nDIJ^0. Then f *7 g e nDI^0. 

Proof. For any e > 0, 

^ / i/ *, .i \x<\<£ i^l9^ / ixr M < c f; ^i?fca^2ce 

^7' ^o     L^Jg- Jy k=0   [K\q]- 

by formula (1.3), Definition 3.1(b) and Lemma 5.7. □ 

COROLLARY 5.9. The class nDl^ is a subalgebra ofHDl%. Its subclass Ti3!™ 
is a left ideal ofH3!^, nBX^ and 'HDI™. 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 4.9 □ 

DEFINITION 5.10. For every c € [0,1) we denote by nsl^>c the union of all 
spaces UsT^a with a G (c, 1]. ' D 

COROLLARY 5.11. The classes nsX^>c (force [0,1); andH8!^ (force (0,1]; 
are left ideals ofHsX^ and ofnsX^. Similar properties hold for 'HPl™. U 

COROLLARY 5.12. Let f,ge nDX^, h e nD. Then (/ *7 g *7 h)(x) = (g*7f *7 

h)(x) for every x where the product is defined. In particular, for every pair of ideals 
ICJ with I,Je {HSX^, nsX^ nDX^ nDX^ }, I is a left module over J/[J, J]*, 
where [J, J]* denotes the commutator ideal. 

Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 4.5 together with the fact that / *7 g 
depends only on the g-moments //Cj7(/) and not on the values of f(x). The last 
statement follows by the inclusions of left ideals nsX^  C nsX^  C T^X^ and 
nsx^ c nDx^ c iiDx^. D 

In particular, since nsX^>c C ^X^ (respectively nsX^c C HsX™d) for every 
c > d, we have a chain of left ideals on ^sZy

sa; = nsX^>0, and similarly for n0!*"'. 
Hence Eq2(-q2X2) e nsX^>c for every c < 1 and e^'-X2) € nsXSUJ

>L_e for every 

7 > 0 and e e (0, 1/2). 

6. Commutativity of g-convolution. We investigate commutativity now. We 
begin with a lemma. 

LEMMA 6.1. Let f e U^X^>1/2 be such that J f Xk = 0 for every k e Z>0. 
Then f(x)=0 for every x in some neighbourhood of zero. In particular, if f e 

T~L X^ui>112, then f(x) = 0 in each point x of the strip around R where f is analytic. 

Proof. Let / have power series f(x) = Yliaixl w'l^[i radius of convergence > 7. 
Then 

/|/|2Eg2(-g2X27-2)=  f mx)\*Ep(-<?x2>r2)dqx 
J 7 J — 7 

/7   / 00 \ co p 

"T ^ /=0 ^ 1=0       J1 

= ±"±^^1^-0- 
1=0      p=0 W ^ )P J7 
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Here the third and the fourth equality are justified by dominated convergence. Indeed, 

5>il/    \f(x)\\xl\Eq2(-q2x2j-2)dqx<J2Wihl        \f(x)\dqx<w 

l+2p < oo. 

and (use that / has strict left type > 1/2) 

p=Q     W   ,9   jp    ^7 p=o     W   iq   )p 

Hence |/(a;)|2 = 0 if x = eqkj with k G Z>o and e = ±1. If moreover / e 'HSZ*">1/2 
then / = 0 because it is analytic on a strip and vanishes on a sequence with limit 
point in the strip. D 

REMARK 6.2. Note the crucial role of analyticity of / on a strip around R in 
order to conclude in the above Lemma that / vanishes everywhere on L(j). D 

REMARK 6.3. The proof of the above Lemma showed that for any / G T-Ls the 
power series of f Eq2(—q2^~2X2) is absolutely g-integrable on £(7). □ 

THEOREM 6.4. 7{SI*">C is a commutative algebra for every c E [1/2,1). 

Proof. If f,g E T-LSX^>C then by Lemma 4.5, Proposition 5.8 and Corollary 5.9 
/ *7 9 — 9 *7 / satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6.1. □ 

The following Theorem shows that ^iZ^^ is far from commutative as a q- 
convolution algebra. Afterwards we give two other examples of noncommutativity. 
Recall that Q is the g-shift Qf{x) = f(qx). 

THEOREM 6.5. Let g(x) := e^-ar2) (so g E ^iX^^ by Example 3.2 (a),). 

Let f E T^Z^i/z be an entire function, not identically zero. Then (Q~nf) *7 g ^ 

9 *7 (Q~nf) for n sufficiently large. 

Proof. For the discrete q-Hermite II polynomials 

{k/2} 1 \ln-2lk+2l2+l   k-2l 

hkfoq) := xk
2Mq-k,q-k+1'Aq2,-q2x-2) = («;«)* ^ ^     ^ 2W     / 

(_iy q-2ik+2i*+1 xk 

1=0 

the following Rodrigues type formula was given in [11], formula (8.28): 

(dkeq2(-X2))(x) = ^J^r hk(x;q)eq2(-x2). 

Also note by formula (II.6) in [6] that 

(6.1) hk(i;q) = ik2Mq-k,q-k+1;0;q2,q2) = iV****-1). 

For / € 2~ put 

OO k2-k .     . 

(6-2) /»:=£'   '..^^fct^g)- 
fc=o       ^«)* 
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It follows by the Rodrigues formula that 

(/ ^eg2(-X2))(x) = f(x)eq2(-x2) 

for |Im(a;)| < 1. In fact, / is an entire function, which we will show by uniform 
absolute convergence on compacta of the series defining f(x). Indeed, for k = 2h + e 
with e = 0, 1: 

U     (_l\la-2le-4lh+2l2+lx2h+e-2l 

h (#; q) = (g; gWe V , 2   2W—r  

- (-1) fcgW q ^(g-^)^(g;g)2p(l-g^)^ 
p=0 

Hence 

k2-k 

7 T"   "fc^ g)   <  7 x  
(g;g)fc (g;g)fc 

h tff-p^P ^x) 

^(g2;g2)/l(g;g2)ft(g2;g2)p(i-g1+2p)e " (g;?)*' p=0 

oo    -,2p*-p\x\2p ^ g2p--pi 
where    $(x) := (1 - g)  1 max(l, |a;|) 7^    , 9    , 

In combination with Definition 3.1(a) this shows that, for any M > 0, the series 

Y^T=o ®(x)   (    /    is uniformly convergent in x for |a;| < M. 
Suppose that moreover / G Z^. Substitute the g-integral for iik^U) (see (1-2)) 

in equation (6.2). Then we can interchange ^-integral and sum in the resulting ex- 
pression, by combination of the above estimates with Definition 3.1(b). It follows that 
/ can be seen as a g-integral transform of / with kernel K{t, x): 

OO U2 

f(t)K(t,x)dqt,    where   K(t,x) := T       (     \        ' 
-7.00 k=0       W» Q)k 

By equations (6.1) and (2.4) we have K(t,i) = Eq(iqt). Therefore 

/7.00 

f(t)Eq(iqt)dqt. 
-7.OO 

From now on assume that / G £^1/2 and entire, not identically zero. For A 7^ 0 
put 

/7.00 07.00 

/(X-H) K(t, x) dqt = /        f(t) K(Xt, x) dqt. 
-7.00 J—'y.oo 

Then 

(6.4) /A(i) =  T'00 f(t)Eq(iqXt)dqt = f^q-hlh^1
fik,1(f)(iX)k 

J-7.00 k=0 
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is well-defined for all A G C and entire in A. If f\(i) = 0 for A = qnk, where 
nk -> oo in Z as k -> oo, then f\(i) = 0 for all A G C. Hence, by Lemma 6.1, / is 
identically zero, which contradicts our assumption. Thus for n G Z sufficiently large 
we have fqn (j) / 0, hence (Q-71/) *7 eg2 (-X2) = qn eq2 (-X2) fqn does not extend to 
a function analytic at i. On the other hand eq2(-X2) *7 (Q~nf) is entire by Lemma 
3.4. Hence the two products are different. D 

REMARK 6.6. 

(a) Let / G 1*". Then we can express the kernel K(t,x) (defined by (6.3)) also as a 
g-hypergeometric function: 

K(t,x) = {iqt'1q)ooi^i{ixAqt]q,-iqtx) = (ix,-iqt]q)002(l)i(qtx-1,0]-iqt;q,ix). 

For the first identity use formula (3.29.12) in [9]. For the second identity use formula 
(III.l) in [6]. 

(b) Since there are functions / and g in WsI7
s^1/2 for which F := / *7 g - g *7 / ^ 0, 

there exists a function F G TisX^1/2, not identically zero, for which J^FX* = 0 for 
every fc G Z>o. In view of Lemma 6.1 we can state that, for a G (0,1], the algebra 
H3!^ is commutative iff each function / in this algebra is determined by its moments 

HeM (e G Z>o)- D 

EXAMPLE 6.7. For m G Z>o let 

gM := eq2(-x2)oM-',q1+27n-,q2,-<lWrnx2) 
~   (■l)rg2r(r-l)g(l+2m)ra.2r 

r=0 
(^l+2m;^2)r(g2.^2)r 

Then gm G Hf.   It will turn out that for each a > 0 the functions #o and #i are 
non-commuting elements of Tifl^^. First we consider more generally gm. 

By the fact that eq2(-X2) G i^/2 we can estimate tiiat' for some b,C > 0, 

00 2r(r-l)<7(l+2m)r 
/   U      rfcl < V      q q -i(2r+k)(2r+k+l) I     ^t-X2)) 

<c<rV^£ 
oo   «3(2r+fc)2Cft„m-l-fc>|2r giCar+fcj-^- 

r=0 (<?1+2ro;<72)r(<?2;<72) 
< OO. 

Hence ^m G I~ for every 7 > 0. By formula (2.9), ^fc+i^l^m) = 0 for every k G Z>o. 
Furthermore, by dominated convergence we have 

, , k*+kl   2, ^(g1+2fc;g2)r(-i)V2-V2m-2fc)r 

(n2m-2k.n2\ 

-c.bW "(Brt.'^/^ 
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for every k e Z>o, where we used formula (2.9) and formula (II.5) in [6]. Hence 

Me,7(ffm)=    /  2m+l.02^        O^i —     * C = 2ft With * = 0,1, ... .m - 1, 

and /Xe,7(Pm) = 0 otherwise. Hence #m G I^a for each a > 0 and 

ta. TflW - ^^ ™f ,„,„2,.?ri (»"/)(") 
ifc=0 

for any function / and for x such that the ^-derivatives of / at x are well-defined. In 
particular, 

_ cq(7)(g2;g2)c 
^o *7 / = 0,    and   gi*7f=   q\\K   ' /   for all / 

Hence, ^0 *7 ^ = 0 7^ ^ *7 #o- 
It follows from formulas (6.5) and (2.4) that 

go(x) = eq2(-x2)MEq(ix)) = Re (/j*^00 ) = Re (TT-^-) = ^(e^ia:)). 

for x G R. Hence 

-k   _       ( 1 \ /    (±i)*7-fcgiA!(A!+1)    \ 
\(±*7<r*;<7)oo/ ~     ^(±27-19;^)fc(±i7;9)ooy      r       -0' 

Therefore, the estimate |^o(=t7^~A;)| = 0{q^k ck) as fc -)► 00 is valid for some c > 0 if 
and only if /? < 1. This result combined with Proposition 5.1 implies that go is not 
of strict left type on 1/(7). 

The vanishing of all g-moments of #0 can also be seen directly from the formula 

/7-oo /»7-oo 

xneq(±ix)dqx = /        xneq2(-x2)Eq(±ix) dqx = 0    (n G Z>o, 7 > 0), 
-7-00 J— 7-00 

lich follows from formula (8.21) in [11] by substitution of t = ig-1. Hence 

/7-oo n'y-oo 

xngo(x) dqx = Re /        xneq(ix) dqx = 0. D 
-'Y-OO «/— 'V-OO 

EXAMPLE 6.8. Define a function # on L(l) by 

5(±g*) :=(-!) Ve,2(-g2')    (* 6 Z). 

Then g cannot be extended to a function in WP since it is alternating on a sequence 
approaching to zero. On the other hand, 

— k k2 

\9(±Q-k)\ = 7 9
2fc   2s     = ,     2   2w   1    2^     = C'(<?"2)    as ft ^ <x,, 
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and \g(±qk)\ < 1 if k G Z>o.   Hence, by Proposition 5.1 it follows that g € X.sui. 
— 1, 2 

Clearly, //2n+i,i(<7) = 0 for all n G Z>o. Furthermore, 

oo 

A*2„,i(ff)= 2(1-?)   E (-l)V2n+2)%2(-^) 

^(^ ~ 9) /,   /     1   n. ^2       „2n+2\        n 

V    J-J 9  Joo 

for n G Z>o, where we used Ramanujan's i^i summation formula, see (11.29) in 
[6]. (C. Berg [2] used the same vanishing case of the iipi in connection with the 
indeterminate moment problem related to discrete g-Hermite II polynomials.) We 
conclude that g *i / = 0 for every /. 

Next we consider / *i g for some / G If. Since g is not in l-lP, we cannot use the 
results of Section 3 in order to be sure that (/ *i g)(x) is well-defined for suitable x. 

However, we can reason as follows. From the inequality \(dh)(x)\ < (i-^)|l| and 
the definition of g we see by induction with respect to e that 

|(0cfl)(±**)| < v(-^)3e
(f_

fc(^e
1)    (Me z>o). 

Hence (/ *i g)(±qk) is well-defined for / G If, Jfc G Z>o. Since {-l)kg(qk) > 0 for all 
fc G Z, one sees that (-l)k(deg)(qk) > 0 for all fc,e G Z>o. Hence {f*ig)(q2k) > 0 for 
k G Z>o if / G If is even and strictly positive (for instance / := eq2(—X2)). Again 
we have obtained a couterexample to commutativity of convolution. □ 

Hence we have shown by means of Theorem 6.5 and Examples 6.7, 6.8 that none 
of the hypotheses of Theorem 6.4 (f,g G I^i^; / G I7

SCt;; / G WD) can be relaxed. 

7. ^-Convolution and g-Fourier transform. In Remark 2.3 we introduced in 
(2.5) a g-Fourier transform pair with the second transform being given by 

/7.00 

Eq(iqxy)f(x)dqx. 
-7.00 

The right-hand side of (7.1) can be formally rewritten by power series expansion (2.4) 
of Eq(iqxy) and by substitution of formula (1.2) for ££fc,7(/). This defines the following 
transform: 

k 

k=o {q>q)k 

The transform ^*7 is essentially the transform Fs(id, 7) in [3] for n = 1, with the 
difference that in [3] x and y do not commute. 

PROPOSITION 7.1. 
(a) // / G T" then T-^f is well-defined and it is an entire analytic function. 

(b) // moreover f G X*" then J*7/ is also well-defined and T^j — J:
1f'. 

(c) Let f eXy.  Then f^f = 0 iff ^M) = 0 for al1 keZ>o. 
(d) Let f G nsX^>l/2.  Then T^ = 0 iff f = 0. 

(e) Let f G UDXy, g G HDXy. Then f *7 g G «DI^ and ^(f *7 g) = {Tyf)(TYg). 

Proof, (a) follows by formula (7.1) and Definition 3.1(a). 
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In order to prove (b), first substitute formula (1.2) for /i&j7(/) in formula (7.2). Then 
justify interchange of summation and ^-integration by dominated convergence by using 
the estimate for Vk,i{f) in Definition 3.1(b). Finally use the power series expansion 
(2A)ioTEq(iqxy).' 

(c) is evident from (a) together with (7.2). 

(d) follows from (c) and Lemma 6.1. 

The first statement in (e) follows from Proposition 4.6. The second statement follows 
by taking formula (7.2) for /*7/7 and then substituting formula (4.2). Rearrangement 
of the double summation is justified by dominated convergence (use Definition 3.1(a)). 

□ 
8. Appendix. In our treatment of / *7 g in this paper we usually required g 

to be analytic on a neigbourhood of 0, while proofs of lemmas and propositions only 
used that, for some R > 0, \(dkg)(x)\ = 0(Rk) as A; ->- oo, uniformly for x ->• 0 
in 1/(7). In this Appendix we show that the analyticity requirement on g is not an 
essential restriction. In connection with the kth ^-derivative at 0 occurring in the next 
Proposition, see also Koekoek and Koekoek [8]. 

PROPOSITION 8.1. Letg be a function defined on the half q-lattice Le{^) = {eqk'j} 
for some 7 > 0 and e G {±1}. Suppose that there exist constants C > 0 and r > 7 
such that 

CJr 1 
(«) i(^)(^)is(r.g,T)rt(1_,)t 

for every k > 0 and for every t £ Z for which qtry < r. Then the limit lp := 
\iTak-^oo(dpg)(eqkj) exists and is finite for every p € Z>o, and there exists a unique 
analytic function g on {x G C | |x| < r} such that g = g on {eq^^j \ qk/y < r}. 
If g is defined on the whole q-lattice £(7) and if the condition above is satisfied for 
every e G {±1} and iflp := limk-^oo(dp9){^Qkl) is independent of e, then there exists a 
unique analytic function g on {x G C | |a:| < r} such that g — g on {±(^7 | ^7 < r}. 
In particular, if g is a function defined on R such that on every q-lattice £(7) the 
above conditions are satisfied and lp is independent of 7 for every p G Z>o then g is 
analytic. 

Proof It follows from the identity 

g(eqk
7) = gieq^j) + (1 - q)eqk

1 (dg)(eq
k
7) 

that 

p-i 

(8.2)       (06ff)(€?*+*7) - (dbg)(eqkl) - (1 - ?)cff*7 £ Qm (<96+1<7)(e<z*+™7) 

for every b,p G Z>o and k G Z. For k such that ^7 < r it follows by (8.1) that 
Ylm^oQ™ (db+1g)(eqk+mj) is absolutely convergent. Hence both sides of equation 
(8.2) converge to a finite limit lb as p -» 00. 

It follows by induction with respect to n that 

(8.3) g(x) = £ 
k=0 

(l-q)kxk(dkg)(qn-kx). 
Q 
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Let x € 1/(7), |a?| < r. Then 

7l   (1 - q)k \xk (dkg)(qn-kx)\ < fi—^ \x\k        Cr .,   ,    W1
1    ,. 

Cr        1      f\x\ 
< 

\x\ (q;q)k V r 

Hence by dominated convergence we can take the limit for n -> oo and g(x) — 

E^lo ^ for x = ^^ with ^7 "^r- 
The other statements follow from the definition of g(x) = Xl^=o fen"- ^ 

EXAMPLE 8.2.   Let cg?7(a;) be defined on L(j) as: 

f ffc   ea2(-X2)     .if c = l, 
C9'7(e97)-~\/_gfc7e92(-^)    ife = -l. 

Then, since the (/-integral is ^-periodic, the limit for k -> oo of cq^(±qk^) = 0^(7), 
and (9pc9?7)(^) = 0 on 1/(7). The power series cq(x) is then trivially the constant 
Cq(j) defined by (2.7). However, the function cq(z) := fzeq2(—X2), coinciding with 
cqn on every L(j) for 7 > 0, is not analytic. Indeed the limit of cq(x) for x -> 0 
cannot exist. D 

EXAMPLE 8.3.    Consider the function f(eqk'y) := {-£qkl',q)oo on 1/(7). Clearly 
n(n-l) 

limjfe^oo/(cgfc7) = 1. One checks that (dnf)(eqkj) = %4)n (~e9fc+n7; g)oo so that 

the limit for k -> 00 is well-defined. The majorization for |(9n/)(eg'A;7)| is clearly 
verified for every n G Z>o, A; G Z and 7 > 0. Hence / can be extended to the power 

series Eq(x) = S^Lo 9 (q-q) * • Since the limits for k -> 00 of the ^-derivatives do 
not depend on 7, we have checked that Eq(x) = (—x; g)^. D 
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